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1 List of Changes

1.1 Section 3.1 DOCUMENT OBJECT MODEL (NON-NORMATIVE)

- All Cardinalities (0..1, 0..*, etc) have been made clearly visible and placed close to the element to which the cardinality applies.
- "CommentText*" with the asterisk denoting "may use multiple" has been added where needed and removed from HospitalBedCapacityStatus.
- Removed Cardiology from ServiceCoverageStatus.
- Deleted DeconCapacity and MorgueCapacity from HospitalFacilityStatus.
- Added:
  - DeconCapacity with sub-elements DeconCapacityStatus, AmbulatoryPatientsDeconCapacity, and NonAmbulatoryPatientsDeconCapacity;
  - MorgueCapacity with sub-elements MorgueCapacityStatus, and MorgueCapacityUnits.
  - Added ResourceInformationText as a sub-element to HospitalFacilityStatus.
  - Under OrganizationInformation changed the CIQ supporting element OrganizationInfo to correct spelling: OrganisationInfo.
  - Added missing element TraumaCenterServicesIndicator.

1.2 Section 3.2.2 ORGANIZATION

- <have:OrganizationGeoLocation>: In Type row, replaced ‘geo-oasis: whereType’ with ‘geo-oasis: where’

1.3 Section 3.2.3 EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT STATUS

- <have:EMSCapacity>: In Comments row, changed reference to Sec 3.2.8.2
- <have:TriageCodeListURN>: In Used In row, deleted ‘TriageCount’
- <have:TriageCode>: In Used In row, deleted ‘TriageCount’
- <have:TriageCodeValue>: In Used In row, replaced ‘TriageCount’ with ‘TriageCode’
- <have:EMSAmbulanceStatus>: In Sub Elements row, deleted Sub-Elements Row and ‘CommentText’
- <have:EMSAirTransportStatus>: In Used In row, inserted Used In row with the following language - HospitalStatus/Hospital/EmergencyDepartmentStatus
- <have:EMSOffloadStatus>: In Used In row, deleted ‘Offload’
1.4 Section 3.2.5 SERVICE COVERAGE STATUS

- `<have:EMSOffloadMinutes>`: In Used In row, deleted ‘Offload’; inserted ‘HospitalStatus/Hospital’

1.5 Section 3.2.6 HOSPITAL FACILITY STATUS

- `<have:Cardiology>`: In Constraints row, replaced with the following language: “Either `<have:CardiologyIndicator>` OR `<have:CardiologySubType>` must be used - but must not be used together”
- `<have:CardiologyInvasive>`: In Used In row, inserted ‘CardiologyIndicator’
- `<have:OBGYN>`: In Definition row, deleted ‘with labor delivery services’
- `<have:SurgeryIndicator>`: In Comments row, inserted ‘Surgery Services and Surgical Services are used interchangeably’

1.6 Section 3.2.8 SUPPORTING ELEMENTS AND TYPES (Normative)

- `<have:MorgueCapacity>`: In Used In row, deleted ‘DeconCapacity’
- `<have:FacilityStatus>`: In Used In row, deleted redundant `<HospitalStatus/Hospital>`

1.7 Appendix A. EDXL-HAVE EXAMPLE (NON-NORMATIVE)

- Clarified language to reflect that the sample is for example purposes only.